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Abstract

Phoenix Arbe mmWave Radar

2 Azure Kinects: synchronized and calibrated RGBD images

8 OptiTrack cameras: mesh annotation generated using MoSh++. 

Data Collection System

Dataset Comparison

• Completeness and diversity of 
scenarios, shapes, and poses

• Coverage of our dataset is equal to 
or better than popular datasets for 
human body reconstruction using 
MoCap or RGB(D) images.

Fig. (a) Our mmBody pose and shape space

Fig. (b) Compares with the MPI Limits dataset.

Fig. (c) Compares with the CMU dataset.

Fig. (d) Compares with the ACCAD dataset.

Experiments and Analysis

• Shape errors for the mmWave radar and the RGB(D) camera in different scenes.

• Mean joint errors of each body joint for the mmWave radar and the RGB(D) camera in 
different scenes.

• The proportion of frames with the max vertex errors within thresholds for different 
inputs in different scenes.

• Errors (cm) of 3D body reconstruction from the mmWave radar and the RGB(D) 
camera in different scenes. For each scene, the first column is for joint error and 
the second vertex error.

mmWave point cloud + SMPL-X body annotation + RGBD images

100k frames & 100 motions of 20 volunteers in 7 different scenes

Conclusion

Qualitative Results

TSNE Visualization of Dataset Pose & Shape Space

We present a large-scale multi-modal human body dataset mmBody. The dataset 
consists of synchronized and calibrated mmWave radar point clouds and RGB(D) 
images in different scenes and skeleton/mesh annotations for humans in the scenes. 
The 7 different scenes include 2 different labs, a furnished lab, poor lighting, rain, 
smoke, and occlusion.

3D body reconstruction from mmWave radar can:

• be well reconstructed from the noisy and sparse mmWave radar signal, 
even emulating the results of RGB images; 

• be affected slightly by adverse environments like rain and smoke;

• perform worse than depth camera in normal scenes but robust in 
extreme scenes. 


